
honestbee’s Shared Cart is the next big step
in food delivery ordering!

Bangkok, March 08th 2018- honestbee, Asia’s leading online delivery service for food and grocery
concierge, is creating a real buzz by introducing a new feature called Shared Cart to its food
delivery service.

Shared Cart is fast, free and easy to use.

How it works:
1. An honestbee food user selects a restaurant then clicks on the ‘Order with Friends’ button. Now
the “Shared Cart” is created!
2. They get a link they can share via any messaging app they like.
3. Anyone who has the link can add food orders to the shared cart for the next 30 minutes.
4. Combined into one single payment and delivery!

Users of the Shared Cart will add their own food choices to a shared order using the honestbee app
on their own desktop or mobile device. The menu items for these users in the same group are sent to
a restaurant as one combined order and the food is delivered in one single quick delivery. Plus, as
it’s a combined order, you’ll only need to pay one delivery fee since it’s considered as one order.
Saving you time and money!

The Shared Cart will save you time, energy and delivery costs while making you the foodie hero in
your office or group of friends!

Imagine the things you will do away with using honestbee’s Shared Cart:
 No more headaches trying to coordinate complicated group orders or being resented for writing
down the wrong order;
 No more missing out on ordering while your desk neighbour devouring their delicious delivery
delights;
 No more multitudes of sticky notes;
 No more tracking down busy execs who are always “in a meeting”;
 No more interruptions of productive meetings!

The list is endless…

The honestbee food delivery Shared Cart also promises food-delivery-freedom for Bangkok’s
millennials. Couples can order separately on their way back from work in time for their meetup.
Friends can chill-out, and order food without having to stop what they are doing and debate what to
order. Shared Cart fits with today’s busy, modern and mobile lifestyles. On top of that, you’ll save on
the delivery fee!

About honestbee Food Service

The honestbee food service was launched in May 2017 with the ambition to be the fastest restaurant
food delivery service to customer homes, workplaces, and everywhere in between. With a simple to
use platform, which suits the fast-moving digital generation. honestbee, which also offers a grocery
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concierge delivery service, along with honestbee food, has a reputation for delivery exactly what
Bangkok’s bees want, which is quality food and service with healthy, organic and clean food
available more readily. This is not just a delivery service but a lifestyle and convenient delivery
platform.

With well-known and exciting new restaurants choose from, honestbee delivers breakfast from Tiny
Cup Café and Café in Burger & Coffee as well as lunch and dinner from Masala Art, Amano and Toh
Kin Khao with sweet desserts from Yellow Spoon Pastry. New in 2018, recent restaurants to join
honestbee include Mori Dessert Bar, RedSun Thailand Tokpokki, AVRA Greek restaurant, House of
Crepe, Inthanin, Subway, Supanniga Eating Room, Somtum Der and Café de Tu.

As well as in Bangkok in Thailand, Shared Cart has been launched in all countries in which
honestbee food has a presence. Delivery for honestbee food is charged at THB 40 Bangkok wide,
with Shared Cart delivery as an added convenience.

About honestbee
honestbee started operations in major cities across Asia since 2015. As the leading and trusted
online grocery and food delivery service for all your lifestyle needs, we are committed to bringing
you convenience with our fast and reliable on-demand concierge services. We also strongly believe
in giving back to society. Founded on the principles of being a social impact business, we seek to
create flexible and sustainable income opportunities for everyone in our communities through
reliable technology.
honestbee is operating in Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines
and Thailand.

Download the honestbee application here: https://itunes.apple.com/sg/app/id1001581823?mt=8
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